Abstract.
Introduction. The simplicity of the classification, up to isomorphism, of group homomorphisms by their kernels and cokernels tends to overshadow the problem for two or more homomorphisms. Recall that the First Isomorphism Theorem allows one to write any homomorphism as a composite of an epimorphism and an inclusion of a subgroup; the epimorphism is determined (up to isomorphism of group homomorphisms) by its kernel, and the inclusion can either be regarded as an invariant itself or it can be determined by its cokernel. The diagram (1) Gi=*G* where d and <f> have isomorphic kernels and cokernels, may be very different indeed from the diagram, (2) <?i=*Gt where the two maps also have isomorphic kernels and cokernels. A first approximation to a classification of such pairs of homomorphisms is via their "equaliser" or "difference kernel" [1] which measures how much they differ. The equaliser of 6 and <f> in (1) is the subgroup E(6,<f>) = {geG1:(,(g) = <l>(g)}.
This is by no means a complete invariant, but in this paper we will investigate certain "derived invariants" of this for the case that Gr and G2 are abelian groups. We explicitly calculate the "first derived equaliser" E1(6, <f>) in a very simple case and produce a constructive description of it in general.
Equalisers and derived equalisers.
Let 2 be the category with two objects, 1 and 2, and with exactly two nonidentity morphisms as in the following diagram, ß Then a diagram of the form (1) where Gx and G2 are abelian groups, may be identified with a functor from 2 to Ab, the category of abelian groups. If G'.1i-*-Ab and F:H,->-Ab are two such functors, then a natural transformation <j> from F to G gives precisely two homomorphisms <f>x.Fx-*-Gx and <p2:F2-+G2 such that <l>2G(«)=F(x)<f>x and <j>2G(ß)=F(ß)<f>x.
In particular, let C(Z; S) be the functor corresponding to the diagram zä^Z; i* then a natural transformation <f> from C(Z, 2) to G gives a diagram <?</!> so <^2(l)=G(a)^>1(l) and also ^(l^GfjS)^!).
Thus «^(l) is an element of the equaliser £(G(a), G(ß)) and ^(1) completely determines <f>.
If we write Ab^ for the category of such functors and natural transformations we can identify
Hom^(C(Z; S), G) £-£(G(«), G(/?)).
Since it is fairly easy to show that Ab^ has enough projectives (cf. [2]), it follows that we can form Ext functors in Abz using either of the usual methods (see [2] ). Since the situation is fairly simple, we will use the more concrete representation as the set of congruence classes of exact sequences and define the first derived equaliser of G(a) and G(ß) to be the abelian group: E}(G(*), G(ß)) = ExtAbz(C(Z; S), G).
Higher derived equalisers could be defined, but are possibly zero.
A simple method of calculation of E1(G(a.),G(ß)
). An element of E1(G(x), G(ß)) may be represented as a congruence class of exact sequences. A typical exact sequence would be 0-*■ G1-» Wiwhere the rows are exact and the a and ß half-diagrams commute separately. Since the rows are exact, W1^G1® Z, W2 SáG2® Z, and since the a and ß half-diagrams commute,
and for some «(a), h(ß) e G2. In fact «(a) and h(ß) completely determine the exact sequence A; we shall therefore write A(h(x), h(ß)) for this exact sequence. The problem of calculating E1(G(x), G(ß)) thus reduces to determining for which («(a), h(ß)) and (h'(x), h'(ß)) the corresponding sequences are congruent. To this end we use the following lemma.
Lemma.
where addition is addition of exact sequences (as in Mac Lane [2] ).
The proof is fairly easy and is given in full in [3] . The problem thus reduces to finding necessary and sufficient conditions so that ¿(0, 0)= A(h(x), «(/?)), where = denotes congruence.
Theorem. A («(a), h(ß))=A(0, 0) if and only if there exist two elements Xj g (/j, x2 e G2 such that h(x)=G(x)xx-x2, h(ß)=G(ß)x1-x2.
The proof is straightforward and again may be found in [3] .
Corollary.
E1(G(x), G(ß)) is the quotient of G2®G2 by elements of form (G(x)g1-g2, G(ß)gl-g2)for g1 e o\, g2 e G2.
3. A very simple case. Let Gx -G2-Z, G(x)(\) = m, G(ß)(l)=n, then we have «(a) = mxx -x2, h(ß) = nxx -x2,
i.e. h(x)-h(ß)=(m-n)Xl implies A(h(x), h(ß))=A(0, 0). Thus ¿ (1, 0) 
